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There appears to be some kind of illegal thought process, an attraction to
illegal acts, some on-going illegal characteristic embedded in the super
majority Oregonian legislature? I've never seen anything like this even in all
the years I was active in the Democratic Party where I was involved in
successful campaigns including flipping one country from Republican to
Democrat (there hadn't been a Democrat in the lower valley for 52 years), on
the steering committee of a governorship in Washington State. The going
overboard I tag happened in 1970, the going way beyond the Pale, 1994. 

Oregon? From trying to destroy Oregon law enforcement in the state, to
wanting to get rid of ICE, to allowing your antifa folks to not have to get rally
permits so they could attack those that were permitted, working to take guns
away from responsible citizens so they cannot protect their families, children,
to allowing for the killing of new born infants, for all kinds of illegal acts
perpetrated on babies, toddlers, preschool, grade school in daycare, foster
care, public schools, and including hiding child deaths in daycare, it seems
some kind of tsunami force, some kind of veil dropped down, draped down
and over legislative folks' conscience. The disconnect is absolutely stunning.
It looks, as I look at the patterns some kind of underlying compulsion to
destroy families, to destroy the health and souls of children, the pattern
starting and building up since 1994. Bill Clinton the core causal pivotal
moment that year. 

Tina Kotek is my representative. In five years my own representative would
not meet with me about my reporting the public schools giving us subs and
other public school personnel an order not to call CPS or the police about
sexual misconduct done to children in the public schools, but instead we
were to report to "HR Legal Counsel" and in CAPITAL LETTERS IN RED:
"UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES ARE YOU TO NOTIFY THE PARENT OR
LEGAL GUARDIAN."

It is just stunning the lack of attending to any child issue in Oregon. R.I.P.
Dennis Richardson for the audits he did, that Kate's pick replacement will
now ignore. It's like the hatred of children has gone beyond anything I've ever
seen in my professional life, and I've seen, investigated and known about
some horrible stuff done to children. It's almost like a Diane Downs kind of
disconnect to having any feeling at all about the deaths of children?

Tina was at the governor debate at Roosevelt so finally I got to talk to her, to
my representative, in person about that scandal going on in the public school
that she never got back to me about. Tina took down my name and phone
number. Never called, of course. Voters do not appear to be her
constituency? 
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It is like Tina doesn't represent me or any voter. The callousness, so far
beyond the Pale now, there is no pretense that she even represents any
voters in our district?

I've done work in the Washington State legislature a few years back without
legislators being my representative or senator who would have the courtesy
to have a conversation for the common good. Not Tina. 

I'm not so versed on Oregon, but, indeed, my representative Tina Kotek had
no problem ignoring the illegal orders given to public school employees to not
report sexual misconduct to CPS or the police. Her office had a copy of the
paper given to us about that order (see above in RED). 

So this looks like another bill to add to whatever the heck this mindset is in
the super majority. Like some kind of weird Lemming action heading to the
cliffs except these Lemmings have in the mouths babies that they'll take over
the cliff where babies will die?

It is the oddest history I've ever observed in the legislative public realm. 

"Eliminates requirement that person provide proof of legal presence
before Department of Transportation issues noncommercial driver
license, noncommercial driver permit or identification card."

No on this House Bill.

Perhaps a bill is needed to school the legislators on the American history, the
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, why the Republic form of government is what
we have?

Prayers that the super majority wakes up. If you follow history from 1970 to
now the patterns will come into focus why this compulsion to take almost
any action that will put children at risk?

Best,
Margo 


